In the beginning of second semester, I heard that English is the requirement to take for graduate. First thing that look for was easy class because as I am an International student. However, instructions under Mr. McGrx changed my thoughts. He is not only the teacher or professor, but also the guideline. Mr. McGx tries understand my accent doesn't make sense English.

Also I heard that there will be budget cut. The English writing center helps international students' studies and essays. Professor whom like Mr. McGx in writing center cares students and teaches us Fundational of English Grammar. I know it is ridiculous to to ESL courses in University; however, this program is the most important things to have in campus lives.

In addition, English center is helping international students be for academic writer. Before handing in the essays, many people get peer review because second person can catch the easy Fatal mistakes in writing. However we do not have many American friend, it is really hard to get a peer review. But writing center fixes and reviews all the people international attendees student. Therefore, many international students need the English center.